To convey even something of the flavour of this book requires rather more space than a review will allow; a reader\'s guide is perhaps necessary. The study is, at the minimum, technical, philosophical, historical, architectural and sociological, and isolating any of these elements is to do an injustice to the way they are entwined both in the volume and in the world it represents. The fulsome endorsements by the widely respected historians whose praise adorns the dust jacket of this work are well deserved. The descriptions: "theoretically sophisticated", "highly innovative", a "richly circumstantial analysis " and "imaginatively presented" are all merited. None the less, the book\'s importance may be lost in a literary style that moves from the familiar, intimate even, to dense narrative and very thick description of scientific and other matters. The authors\' overall ambition, in which they undoubtedly succeed, is to transcend the reductionist models (technological, professional, etc.) that are widely used, often unwittingly, to explain the modern complex hospital world where clinic and laboratory meet. "Meet" is actually quite the wrong word. The much overused "mutually constitute each other" is far more apt for once. The authors construe a biomedical platform to be, simultaneously, a concrete (literally to some extent) place, a set of activities, a seat of diagnosis and research, an occasion for work, a site for the use of pathological, biological and clinical theories and an organizing theme in the historian\'s armoury. A platform "is more than an instrument or device, but is a specific configuration of instruments and individuals that share common routines and activities, held together by standard reagents" (p. 23). To make the point that platforms are to be understood in many related ways they also take in the "tower-on-podium scheme" of hospital architecture in which the podium is the structure where integration of action, theory and work takes place. It would be interesting, incidentally, to compare this architectural style with the schemes that architects used when they attempted to materialize the ideas of clinical holists between the wars. The obvious example is George Canby Robinson\'s involvement in the planning of the Vanderbilt Medical Centre opened in 1925.

The platform the writers of this volume have chosen to study is that of "immunophenotyping" (IPT). IPT enables recognition of abnormal antigens on cancer cells and has been tremendously, but not wholly, successful as part of the clinical investigation and management of lymphomas. IPT has brought together (or forced together) immunologists, clinicians and morphological pathologists all with different perspectives on cancer. The authors investigate the constitutive elements of IPT platforms in a variety of locations: hospitals, laboratories, industry, at scientific conferences. This is not a book purely about theory, technology and work. There are patients here too. In a way they are the most important part of the volume since a recurrent theme is the integration of (and sometimes conflict between) older histological classifications of cancer and newer immunological ones and their relative use as a guide to therapy.

One of the book\'s structuring themes is the modern reconstitution of the mutual relations of the clinic and pathology as biomedicine---that is biology in everyday medical work as well as theory. Although the authors dwell much on the former (and for historians of the late twentieth century there is much substantive material here) it is in the latter area---theory---that the historian whose work does not usually stray much after 1900 will find a great deal to ponder. A philosophical issue that was crucial to nineteenth-century theories of pathology is presented here as having taken an unexpected twist with the rise of IPT. This issue---are the normal and the pathological qualitatively distinct or only quantitatively different?---they address through Georges Canguilhem\'s *The normal and the pathological*. In this text Claude Bernard\'s quantitative distinction between these domains was dismissed and the qualitative nature of the pathological and the primacy of the clinical asserted. This problem is addressed historically in the present work through the specific case of attempts to automate readings of Papanicolaou smears. This approach was premised on the predictive power of possible quantitative differences between the biological properties of normal and cancer cells. It was shown in the 1960s that "measurements of the amount of ultraviolet light absorbed by cells ... showed that 'some' cancer cells absorbed more light than normal cells" (p. 65). In other words measurement of light absorption promised routine distinctions between the normal and the pathological. Such work promised to affirm Bernard\'s view and unite pathology and physiology through biology. The attempt, however, was subverted by the "false negative" problem. In the real clinical world the qualitative judgement of the pathologist was final.

Biomedicine, the authors say, has reaffirmed the qualitative distinction but by the creation of "new entities and events" such as cell surface markers described in Chapter 4. Although, to iterate the point, it is on the platform in which cell surface markers are used by biologists, pathologists and clinicians in their everyday work that the distinction is transcended. This is dense stuff and occasionally I lost the thread, notably when told "the twentieth-century ... separated the entities that accompany pathological processes from the pathological event itself" (p. 76). The separation of entities and processes was well explained but the "pathological event itself" had the ring of a Kantian, unknowable, *Ding an sich* about it. It had the same flavour later in the volume when the authors make the judgement: "Despite the continuing redescription of pathological processes in biological terms, the notion of a pathological event resulting in a lesion remains central to the understanding of disease" (p. 331). No doubt other readers will find their own puzzles for although the book spans over 500 pages, the dust jacket might also have proclaimed *multem in parvo*.
